OF JAANUS' SAUNA
Jaanus' sauna is a hobby project that was started in 2005 and though it has been continuously evolving during these years, as
it is not possible to gain economic profits from that, it has clearly remained a hobby. Though I deal with it as a natural
person, I certainly do anything reasonable to offer an enjoyable and safe experience for every visitor and respect all the
Estonian laws.
My goal at this festival is to reach the zero point with my costs and enjoy a good sauna and festival experience myself. To
achieve this goal, I hope for cooperation with all of you – please avoid bargaining about the pricelist, causing any problems
and general negative attitude (constructive feedback is still always appreciated). Let's all contribute to have an enjoyable and
memorable sauna experience and party around the sauna. Certainly the positive memories and feedback gained from every
event have been important components that give motivation to continue.
There are different people, though. To create a base for understanding each other, I have written down the following rules:
1.

By entering the sauna, shower cabin or hot tub you confirm to have approved the rules present. By entering the sauna,
shower cabin or hot tub without consent of the sauna team and buying a ticket, you are obliged to compensate the
price of corresponding service, no matter if you wish to further enjoy the sauna services or not.
2. Being jolly is completely allowed and welcome, singing and playing a musical instrument make the mood cheerful,
but respectful attitude to fellow sauna clients is always a must. In the sauna and around it, the fact that some people
have their clothes on, some not, must be taken into consideration and natural.
3. There is no entry to the sauna with a cigarette! This ban also applies for cases like "I only wanted to say hello to John"
or "I only wanted to take my underpants from the clothes rack". It is also forbidden to smoke in the hot tub and near
the ticket counter. Please always consider that there may people around you, who may be disturbed by the smoking!
4. It is compulsory to rinse under the shower before entering the hot tub. To keep the water clean, tickets for the hot tub
are certainly not sold without the sauna.
5. The sauna team is not responsible for any loss or damage to personal belongings. It is advised to consign your
valuables to a trusted friend during your sauna visit.
6. It is forbidden to urinate and defecate on and near any equipment installed or laying on the ground. Please consider
that we have to pack all the gears after the event and most of it will be stored indoors.
7. It is forbidden to take any towel, garment, footwear or other object from the sauna or around it that does not belong to
you and without the consent of the owner. If such case happens, you are obliged to reasonably compensate the trouble
to the owner of the object (for example, by using a towel belonging to someone else, you are expected to compensate
the rental of new towel and other expenses that may be appropriate).
8. The sauna team reserves the right to deny access to the sauna for visibly drunk or other people who for some reason
may become in danger or cause danger. Despite of that, every visitor of the sauna must acknowledge that going to the
sauna is at the visitors own risk and the sauna team is not responsible for any loss or damage that is a result of
accidents caused by imprudence, intoxication or specificity of the health of the sauna clients. Please consider that the
stove and chimney are so hot that cause immediate damage to skin and body when touched.
9. In case the sauna client turns aggressive, puts foreign property into danger, disturbs and harasses fellow sauna clients,
is too intoxicated for safe usage of the sauna or disobeys reasonable commands from the sauna team, the sauna team
has the right to deny further usage of the sauna services. The unused part of the ticket price will not be refunded and
all the damage caused to owner of the sauna or other persons must be compensated by the person who caused it. If
there is a need, cooperation with the security team of the festival and police will be done.
10. If you feel that there are too many obvious signs around the sauna, it is great – you are a person, who doesn't need to
be told about elementary things. Unfortunately on bigger events there are always those people present, who wouldn't
manage without these signs. Fun being for everyone!

